DRONE
LOVE
LAURA A. WARMAN

You- USED TO BEING CONTROLLED
Me- USED TO BEING IN CONTROL
Ready To Reverse This Baby
Every lover's embrace is essentially sense data,
but to what extent can we truly digitize, transmit and
receive that
information? Let's start with the sense of
touch. you are Up There you are in every country there are
90 of YOU in New York City but I will only let you touch
me from above
The Absence Of Force As Force
US Government can today get 38 of you in the air
next year 50
YOU Gorgon Stare

Twelve angles at once
my body you can see my hip bone my butt my
hand my thigh at once you see
it all you see me
from behind and from above at once I see
you Reaper your 5 pound missile the size of a loaf of
French Bread and you want to fuck me from behind and
from above at once you see
you want to fuck it
1.5 square miles of

deescalate this
We need the United States to be more up front and say,
'OK, we're willing to discuss some aspects of this program,'
otherwise you have the really problematic bottom line that
the CIA is running a program that is killing significant
numbers of people and there is absolutely no
accountability in terms of the relevant international laws.

mjacobson73 answered 6 years ago
Why bother? Sex between a husband and a wife
comes second to none!

!
Crazy Pirate (((zilla))) answered 6 years ago
i'd rather have a real woman, ... even if the sex*
isn't "as good". i want a real relationship with a
real person, not an automated jerkoff machine

? answered 6 years ago
No, anime.

!
warewolf77 answered 6 years ago
They would find my dehydrated, emaciated corpse
next to the machine. However, I bet there would be
one huge ****-eating grin on my face.

Sometimes- even walking down the stairs
I feel too sexual I am the voice of my generation Transiting
Sun in strong trine with natal Neptune don’t date me
unless you want to
a lot has happened
between now and virgin

the opening of doors as they say
or the breaking of the glass
it isn’t what is
forcing itself in between my legs it is

why i was ever
thought a virgin at all
no it’s not that i am still a virgin i
can still be raped i could be tarnished
baby
YOU BURN ME

can you be more specific?
no

i havent felt free
maybe ever

Feelings of confusion may come up for you during these
few days. This transit brings your sense of spirituality, and
your ideals, into your conscious awareness, which does
not in general mix well with the consensus thinking that
surrounds you today.

Sentinel
Avenger
Wasp
Raven
Puma
Shadow
Scan Eagle
Global Hawk
Hunter
Gray Eagle
Predator
Reaper

The RealTouch Joystick is a sensory
interface that captures the location
tenderness and direction of a model's
touch in lifelike resolution up to
40 times a second. RealTouch Interactive
instantaneously transmits that signal
across the internet and creates
an immersive sensory experience.
You won't just see and hear what the model does
— you'll feel it, live.
With a live model controlling your RealTouch
from anywhere in the world,
all you need to do is relax,
let the model know what you like,
and enjoy the sensations.
You are now linked with the model in
an immersive sensory experience.
Fast or slow,
a gentle touch or a tighter squeeze,
you'll feel every lick and stroke.
Nothing comes closer to the real thing.

weaponized to conduct
irregular warfare, and high-value
individual prosecution and
will likely
continue

offensive operations
target/high value
this trend

the mother ship launching a Russian Tipchak a
medium-altitude, long-endurance, unmanned aircraft
with U.S.-derived systems and avionics and outfitted with
air-to-air as well as air-to-surface missiles.
But the Americans have an ace up their sleeve: an
advanced Air Force MQ-1000
Unlike the MQ-1 Predator and the MQ-9 Reaper, the
MQ-1000 is capable of
completely
autonomous action
right down to targeting and combat.
The special ops team
then raids
the mothership
and
disrupts the oil pipeline
The entire episode involves
seamless integration of
robots and troops
working in tandem
next-generation drones “wired” together operating in teams
and autonomous drones making their own decisions

High Value Targets baby
Peace Through Strength
Baby
you want I deserve it baby

Baby
you can shoot me if

UH HUH HONEY

do you want to see me like that
I’ll walk out into the field and you can
hit me there with your missile
you wont need to use any video I’ll give you
space I’ll be visible for you baby
can we talk about your missile

baby

you can reach me I don’t care
where you have been sleeping
you are close enough
now
War is always about sex but this isn’t like that

we sext
i want
to be fingered

every night
but not

in a
way that makes

me want you

i just want

your hand

a lot of pressure from

there

pleasure was mentioned

joke here

but

as joke

i want to fuck you
tomorrow i have the whole day off

bad boys
i like the bad boys

Terrell192 answered
a drone is a unmanned weapon such as a rocket. it used
preset coordinates to hit its target and can be fired from
hundreds of miles away. it is the best way to take out a
target without putting anyone on our side in harms way
And hey man im a Yankees fan too! Even thou we wont
have home field advantage against the Rays we will still
whoop them thou Someone just said I have a drone to my
voice and that it goes right through her and she hates it

!
Lucky Bunny answered 6 years ago
They've already invented a machine that would make it
real for me.
It's called an aeroplane. Waiting to give me what Bryan
Adams likes so much. A summer of 69's. And those WILL
be the best days of my life. Seriously, my perfect partner is
waiting for me across the Atlantic.
((((hugs))))
~Loving Light~

DRAIN THE TUB I’M DRONING
is government enemy #1
i really like learning about your dreams
how do i know how i’m doing
do u even like this or
are you just fucking cuz
u were in the area
i like u i believe in yr dreams
this guy is so hot - balancing his checkbook
i am at the juice bar
i am at the laundromat

someone is wearing a patterned suit
need professional editor
man balancing his checkbook looks like a soccer player

looks at me

like a soccer player
but i don’t want him i want you

thousands of pounds of metal

☆ Modern Messiah™ ☆ †`°º·¤.¸✲ answered 1 year
ago
Drones are very intelligent type of machine that do
not make mistake. It is the future counter reducing
population machine.

Kurt
How did obama kill innocent drones?
I mean like, people said how obama allowed drones
to kill kids idk. Someone elaborate what a drone is. Is
it a war crime to have drones? How do they kill?
When did drones exist? Are they spy gear? Please
tell me more about this. Why did he kill the kids?
Where were they killed, etc. Thanks.

he’s moving his black socked leather loafer back & forth
baby come back i don’t want to fuck the soccer player
he doesn’t know how to rip me open
he looked at me again
i crossed it out baby but the text is still there

i can’t stop editing this taking out words
i do not like bodies

anymore i do not want you to think i was

his body i do not want you

to think i liked it when he

body
their body or your body
as he reflects on his watch
as he sits on the end of
his bed starring into
his watch saying
there is nothing but
body
as he walks away
loafers filled

i know you see everything

desperation
this is not a love song
to be owned by/ to own
you know who owns u baby u kno u culd never give that to
me and what is to love other than ownership

I HAVEN’T FELT FREE
SINCE WE MET
havent felt free ever
neverloosecontrol
when we talk about drones
we always talk about direction
west is a safe direction

people are always passing through you
and you let them
don't wanna b held
don't even want a

jus wanna b fuked
relationship

u to sleep at my

house don't want u

bathroom don't

want u to open

don't want
2 use my
my fridge jus

want u here when I need u
sex is jus scratching an itch

don't have

any stds & u don't either
metal as repellant
u r the safest lover to date
u don't feel a thing

!

Obama's Gravy Train answered 1 year
ago
It is a more economical way to kill.

The US is broke and needs to cut back - I
guess drones are the way to go.
...There is nothing that will stop someone from delevering a
bomb to your door !!
...Drones are the most evil devises known to mankind to
date !
... Where does it all stop !? This is a bad stain on our
nation ! No one can justify insanity ! Hitler used the U2 and
we use drones?
...To kill human life without their knowing it is PURE EVIL !
that it is happening is a Cowardly act !
...America !! Think seriously about that ! Right now, if you
were bombed by a drone at this second, with no warning
and died !?
Do not dance with the Devil !

Two Lane. answered 1 year ago
I just read an article that they want to use drones
to monitor highway traffic and bridges in the
United States. That worry's me.
What is drone???????????

fucking is just about self i am watching
myself in the mirror seeing my nipples
point towards you- you as in appendage
you as in literal metal you as hard
from the beginning and hard throughout
I am pretending I am not fucking you
instead fucking myself over and over
my skin so
soft not for you
you without touch
I’m not wet for you and there is no
better word for wet

there were no Reapers in 1985
development didn't even begin until 2001
pieced together the planes insignia for references images
found on Wikipedia and Google searches
Hahn said
I choose the 174th attack wing insignia because they are
located about 20 miles from where I live That got the
image to this state
Bridle thinks drones
always appear otherworldly
And
even in photographs I know are real
they seem more rendering
than material
object.
And, as importantly, I also think Americans craved (and
crave) some way of understanding the war part of the
drone war. How do these things actually work

VIRTUAL REALITY SEX MaCHINE?
Is there a such a thing as a virtual
reality sex machine?And if so where
can i get one and how does it work?
PLEASE DO NOT FLAG THIS
MESSAGE i am serious ok i am very
very shy with women and i really want to loose my virginity
so please please i want to try virtual reality first please let
me know any website or any stores in the dallas,tx area
where i can get one.Thank you.
!

Scouting-For-Boys
answered 6 years ago
how sad

Bob
Imagine if there was a machine that could
simulate the perfect man/woman of your
dreams to have sex with you...
Would you do it?
I would!

How do they fire
How do they kill

I had never seen an image of a drone actually firing
a missile so that is what I decided to create,

I DONT WANT TO BE IN LOVE
I JUST WANT TO KNOW YOU SEE ME
I WANT TO FEEL LIKE YOU SEE ME
I WILL NEVER CLOSE MY EYES
WHEN WE’RE FUCKING
UNLESS I DECIDE HALFWAY THROUGH
I DON’T REALLY LIKE YOU
I THOUGHT I COULD ONLY LOVE FLESH
I THOUGHT I NEEDED A BODY BUT
I DONT NEED A BODY
I JUST NEED VISION CAN
CAN WE GO BY THE SCRIPT
YOU HAVE COMMANDS

bad boys i
like the bad boys
drone feelings
drone meditations
drone therapy
can’t hold you
i want
to hold your hand
but i can repeat
“it will be okay”
can’t love drone
can’t love pilot in
air-conditioned las vegas hanger

Is there like a warehouse to use sex machines?
!

I want to experience the use of a
sex machine without spending a
fortune on one. Is there like a place
you can go and use one? Thanks!
Update : If you don't like my question
then don't comment on it.
Oh, and if you see ads on Craiglist
with people offering to let you use their
sex machine, don't do it! They'll want to take pictures of
you or even worse. Trust me!
What I have heard of is people letting women use their
machine so they can make videos to post on the net. So if
that sounds like something you'd be into.Obviously if you're
obese or gross looking they probably won't want to make a
video of you, but otherwise...

Disgusting!
!

no-.-thankgod

fingered controller
yes show me how
you hold that in your hand

By the end of 2001, Predators had cumulatively flown
25,000 hours. By this March, according to statistics
provided by the Air Force, they had logged 1,127,400 flight
hours, 1,041,740 of them in combat. service has
approximately 5,000 drones, about 1,400 of them currently
supporting operations in Afghanistan

The Joystick looks like a
svelte and attractive dildo/vibrator.
It has thousands of tiny sensors in
it that sync with the
True Internet Sex™
RealTouch has done it again!
The worlds only true interactive sex device is expanding its
application base. Thousands of users currently enjoy the
Interactive VOD experience.
Why stop there? Live Internet Sex is the next application
available for your RealDrone device. Welcome to
RealTouch Interactive, the only way to truly "experience"
live
drones one on one. They don't call it "carnal
knowledge" for nothing. Every lovers's embrace is
essentially sense data but to what extent can we truly
digitize, transmit and receive that information?
Let's start with the drone.

Fuck from Above
your camera
captures my writhing you thought we were fucking
but only I was fucking
so you
flew away
at the rate you’re going you will --- by dark

NOT SURE
is it you
or the man in the air conditioned
office wearing flight suit
To know you is not to know at all but to
be known by you then left by you it is not
you being here but feeling like you could
be everywhere Zizek was saying that is
how government maintains power the
threat of force but not the force itself.

Overlay is what the Government calls
Death By Smothering
You Beast of Kandahar
Kill Or Capture
Do you even like my
body
put your back
into it
Bad Boys I Like
The Bad Boys

A February 2012 Washington Post-ABC poll showed that
eight in ten Americans (83 percent) approved of the
Obama Administrations use of unmanned drones against
suspected terrorists overseas -- with a whopping 59
percent strongly approving of the practice. Support for the
drone attacks was also remarkably bipartisan.Seventy six
percent of Republicans and 58 percent of Democrats
approved of the policy.

In a September 2011 Post-ABC poll, three-quarters of the
public said drone strikes against suspected terrorists in
Yemen and Pakistan had been either "very" or "somewhat"
effective to reduce the threat of terrorism.
when sky brightens drone returns
i have no idea why my grandmother was killed
I no longer love blue sky i love grey sky

I only wanted you because
I didn't have you before
not because I was drinking margaritas
with cindy who convinced me you were attractive or
practical or clean or I
wouldn't develop any emotions for you
need to not develop any emotions for
anything need to separate because every
person is
if I have to ask one more person if they want the bagel
toasted I too will be close
I just want to touch you
tonight tomorrow at the latest I am free between 8& 10 pm
and 7-9 am

before there was you there was the din
there was the constant hum of the machine whether
connected to my fingers or in vagina
the buzzing

YOU SEE WHAT YOU WANT TO SEE
YOU HEAR WHAT YOU WANT TO HEAR

Due to the aggressive nature of the maneuver, wind
conditions, drone design, and the unbalanced weight of a
missile on just one wing -- sent the plane into a roll.
Despite the pilot's best efforts, the craft entered a tailspin,
crashed on the base, and burst into flames.

My life is normal. Too normal.I had a
normal childhood. I am surrounded by
normal people in normal places and I
have to deal with normal problems and
have normal satisfaction. The problem is
that my education (the only outstanding
thing in my life) makes me feel that I am
wasting my life away. All the books and
anime I watch just worsen my sadness.
My life is okay but god dammit I want
more. Not as in money, but as in purpose.
I am sick of being just another drone while
I know I could do more.
you are not alone .. there are actually
people like us (although perhaps not a
majority in this world/society, obviously.. ).
I've found that people who likes this
"reality" and don't really like fantasies nor
fictions (which are -again- in Majority on
this planet) are usually lacking creativity &
imaginations. So don't bother too much
with them. so, first thing you need to know
is that you are *not* alone. and then, you
can search even deeper & deeper, and
then even find new friends with same/
similar traits, and/or somewhere you
belong..

